PLEASE READ THIS IN PRIVATE
AT HOME 08 or 826

MEMO ENDORSED P3

This is a highly confidential letter and by no means a public letter.

To all Americans loyal to the USA: This comes from someone the ignorant among you may consider to be their "enemy" based on the propaganda put forth by the communist-controlled US media. I am someone who spent 12 years in the US and am grateful to the US for my college education, that, with God's will, has allowed me to be able to analyze things and see them for what they are. Plus the years spent in a person controlled by the "Americans" (of the kind that control the media and the money, who are most of the lawyers and doctors?) and the foreign policy (who are the controllers of think tanks? and key position-holders or advisors in this regard?) - of the kind that are kidnapping people from overseas with children and even babies!, torturing them directly and using their little children as a tool of torture - or simply brainwashing simple-minded youth by pretending to be religious scholars and giving anti-American lessons... all this in an attempt to make them say/do/write something that can be used to foment war between the US and their otherwise allies (such as the people of Pakistan and most other Muslim countries in the middle-east)... This is true!

I am a first-hand witness/victim to this horrible game! It is the sheer favor of my own God, and none other, that I am still around and able to write this. Perhaps God wants me to pay back to America something good in terms of saving American lives - thousands of them - to show my gratitude for my education...

Sadly, these double-agents, who are abundant within the US intelligence agencies, manipulate the truly loyal Americans into actually believing that their real enemies are those locked up in Guantanamo, Abu Ghraib, Bagram, and other such places or are those innocent people being bombed day in and day out by the USA! Obviously, such things will be used to create new wars... for the US... and so the war will go on, with innocent lives being lost on both sides! Think! Dear intelligent Americans, who is gaining from the loss of thousands of precious lives of your soldiers? ALL that the US has "gained"

This is put into perspective to move numbers and not emotions to create economic problems. Remember: the USA and the world both crumbled to pieces due to war in exactly the same region that the USA has been dragged into - and the USA is heading towards...
the same fate. The US economy cannot handle more wars, especially wars designed to benefit Israel at the expense of the very existence of the USA.

Study the history of the Jews: they have always been back-stabbed everyone who has taken pity on them and made the "fairest" error of giving them shelter. This was the "crime" of the Arab of Palestine and that is the "crime" of the USA — and it is this cruel, ungrateful, back-stabbing of the Jews that makes the Jews cause them to be mercilessly expelled from wherever they gain strength. This is why "holocausts" keep happening to them repeatedly! If they would only learn to be grateful and change their behaviour!! But they will not! And history will repeat itself, as it always does!

And the "crime" of the author of these lines is that, after realizing how the US had been caught in the above-mentioned "game" of the Israeli, Indian, Pakistan alliance — when she saw what was really going on, and how the good Americans were being manipulated (she has tons of proofs), she started saying we should bring in some good, war-minded, loyal Americans (e.g., Angela from the FBI?) that was interrogating her) ... she had (and still has) very good ideas on how a practical, durable and much-needed peace can be made for ten years between the USA and some of the Asian neighbors. But how could those who want war be beat? So she was brought to the "neo-Israel" (NY)... No, the never that any soldier paid (or anyone you knew) and no, she never paid she wanted to Howe off the media, any sense today ! Do any of you believe this long ago against her? One wants to clarify some issues to help the FBI agents working on her case, but there are some elements that do allow her to talk to them (for obvious reasons). Anyways! NOT ask for anything, for anything in a personal favor, but ask who first received this letter to be very careful with it — for their own sake! (coincidentally) Mr. Rovniak got transferred suddenly in the same week, after the waves informing of two Anti-American Israeli spies, agents, or whose "some" anti-American activities were proven based on what they themselves said a dead ... and Mr. Rovniak was from people who just without any warning... out they). Since those people have been there and often pretend to be Christians, it may be
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Declarant consents.

Date: 7/7/02

Richard M. Berman, U.S.D.J.